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Kimi no na wa character height

Place Iraq, Baghdad, Al Sanoun - Firdos Square Sales Department near Sat-Thu: 9:00 am-8:00 pm Friday 4:00 pm-8:00 pm Service Center Sat-Thu: 7:30-3:30 pm Friday: Closed 2016 romantic fantasy drama movie This article is about film. See your name (novel) for the novel. For a soundtrack album, see your name (album). For the 2010 song by Swedish
House Mafia and Pharrell Williams, see a (Swedish House Mafia Song). Your name.Japanese theatrical release posters Hepburnkimi is no. Written by Coikamoto Shinkiprodus directed by Coikohiro Ito Katsuhiro Teki, Makoto Shinkistering Ronosuke Kamiki Mon Kamishirishi music byRadwimpsCinematographyMakoto Shinkidiit by Makoto Shinkai Written by
product company Co. Co. Co. Co. Co. Co. Co. FilmDisdisitute 2016 (2016-07-03) (Anime Expo) August 26, 2016 (2016-08-26) (Japan) April 7, 2017 (2017-04-07) (UNITED STATES) Running time107 min [1] CountryJapanlanguageJapaneseBox ‧Office 25.03 billion (Japan) [2] $357.9 million (worldwide) [3] Your name. (Japanese: a) 。 Kimi Na Wa,,
Hepburn: Kimi Na Wa.) A 2016 Japanese animated romantic fantasy film written and directed by Makoto Shinkai, and produced by CoMix Wave Films. It was produced by Koichiro Ito and Katsuhiro Takei, with animation direction by Mashi Ando, character design by Masayoshi Tanaka and music composed by ravimps. Your name tells the story of a high
school boy in Tokyo and a high school girl in a rural town who suddenly and inexplicably start to swap bodies. The film stars the voices of Ryunosuke Kamiki and Mon Kamishshi. Shinkai's eponymous novel was published a month before the film's premiere. Your name was distributed by Toho. It premiered at the Anime Expo 2016 Convention in Los Angeles,
California, on July 3, 2016, and in Japan on Aug. 26, 2016. It was critically acclaimed for its animation, complex narrative, musical scores, and emotional weight. The film was also a huge commercial success, with a total earning anime film of $358 million and become the Japanese film of all time, the fourth highest grossing film of all time in Japan, the ninth
highest grossing traditionally animated film and the 16th highest grossing non-English film worldwide. The film won the Best Animated Feature Film Awards at the 49th Sitges Film Festival, the 2016 Los Angeles Film Critics Association Awards and the 71st Manichi Film Awards, as well as the nomination for the 40th Japan Academy Award for Best Animation
of the Year. [4] A live-action remake set in the United States is currently in development at Paramount Pictures. The plot is a high school girl living in the rural town of Itauri near Mitsuha Mimizu Hida. She's bored living in the city and wants to be a boy in her next life. She inexplicably taki tachibana, with a high Body starts to switch The boy in Tokyo, when they
wake up in the morning. They both initially believe these experiences to be vivid dreams, but eventually realize they can communicate with each other, recording messages on paper, phones and sometimes on each other's skin. Mitsuha (in Taki's body) sets Taki on a date with his colleague Mickey Okudera, while Taki (in Mitsuha's body) causes Mitsuha to
become popular at school. One day, Taki (in the body of Mitsuha) accompanied by Hitha and Yotsuha as an offering to the Shinto Shrine on a mountain outside the city, the ritual created by the sisters to leave the wine Kuchikamijke. This village is believed to represent the body of the guardian God, ruling on human experiences and connections. Taki reads a
note from Mitsuha about comet Tiamat, expected to pass earth on the day of the autumn festival. The next day, Taki wakes up in his body and goes on a date with Miki, who tells him he enjoyed the date but also that he can tell that he is busy with someone else's thoughts. Taki attempts to call Mitsuha on the phone but couldn't reach him and the body ends
up switching. Taki, Miki, and his friend Tsukasa travel to Gifu province by train on a trip to Hida, though Taki doesn't know the name of the city, instead relying on samples he's made of the surrounding landscape from his memory. The owner of a restaurant in Hida, which is originally from Itomori, recognizes one of Taki's samples. Taki and her friends arrive in
the city, which is now destroyed by a meteor and killed 500 people, when comet Tiamat unexpectedly fractured three years ago. While seeing the impact crater, in disbelief that everyone he met in Mitsuha's body has died this whole time, Taki sees Mitsuha's message blasting from his phone and his memories start fading away. Taki finds every name in the
record of death and miracle if switching bodies was just a dream. While Mickey and Tsukasa return to Tokyo, Taki goes to the temple alone to drink from the bottle to Mitsuha, connecting with her body and hoping to warn her about the comet. After drinking sake, Taki imperfectes in a vision, where he sees Mitsuha's past. When she was a child, Mitsuha's
mother, Futaba, died of an illness and her father became mayor after leaving the Toshikki house, while Mitsuha went to live with Yotsuha and Hithaha. Taki learns that she met Mitsuha on a train three years ago, when she arrives in Tokyo to find her while switching bodies resulted in her timeline, but is not yet due to be for another three years. Before leaving
the train in embarrassment, she leaves Talkie with the ponytail, which she wore as a good luck charm on her wrist. Taki wakes up in Mitsuha's body at home on the morning of the festival. Hitha tells her that the body-changing ability among temple family carers has been passed down. taki Tessy and Sayaka, two friends of Mitsuha, let everyone evacuate the
city, by disabling the electric substation and by broadcasting a false emergency alert. Realizing that Mitsuha is in his body at the temple, Taki returns to find him and wakes up in the body of Mitsuha Taki. When Taki reaches there during the sunset of the card, the two understand each other's presence, but temporarily separate for three years and cannot see
each other. When Twilight falls (referred to as magic hours or kataware-doki) in the movie), [Note 1] they return to their bodies and see each other in person. As Taki returns to peak mitsuha, they attempt to write their names on one hand so they will miss each other, but twilight passes and Mitsuha disappears before he can write to her. When the evacuation
plan fails, Mitsuha determines to convince Toshiki and evacuate the city. Before doing so, Mitsuha notices her memories of Taki are fading away, and reveals she wrote I love you instead of her name on her hand. Despite the evacuation, the meteor crashes on Earth and still destroys itomori. Taki wakes up in his time, remembers nothing. Five years later,
Taki graduated from university and searches for a job. He senses he lost something important he can't identify, but seems ready for the city's disaster, in which residents had survived under Toshiki's order. One day, Taki and Mitsuha see each other when their trains draw parallel, and they descend separately and search for each other, finally meeting on the
stairs of the Suga Shrine [JA]. Taki calls Mitsuha and says that she feels she knows him and she replies that they have the same feeling. With their connection re-established, they shed tears as well as ask their name. The letter Taki Tachibana (⽴花 瀧, Tachibana Taki) voiced: Ryunosuke Kamiki [5] (Japanese); Michael Sininterniklas (English) [6][7] A high
school boy in Tokyo. He's a 17-year-old sophomore attending Tokyo Metropolitan High School in class next to Class C of the second year, and is three years younger than Mitsuha when they start switching bodies. He's a talented sketch artist and has aspirations to be an architect. He's less temperamentally, but well-meaning and kind. He spends time with
Mickey Okudera, working in a part-time job as a waiter at Italian restaurant Il Giardino Delle Parole[A]. There's a running lie in the film that whenever Taki wakes up and realizes that she's swapped the body with Mitsuha that day, she immediately starts puding her breasts in amazement, only once Stopping Mitsuha's sister, Yotsuha, sees her. Mitsuha teasing
calls out for her habit when they meet in person for the first time during twilight. Taki later appeared in weathering in Shinkai's next film A by aytha Yu. Taki's birthday contradicts with setting up 17-year-old film in the summer of his sophomore year is, but according to In their minds, they both assumed that they were both born on December 1. He lives with his
father, who works in Kasumigaseki; I think his mother divorced her father a few years ago, explains Shinkai. [8] Mitsuha Mimizu (宮葉, Mimizu Mitsuha) voiced: Mon Kamishirishi[5] (Japanese); Stephanie Sheh[7] (English) A high school girl is dissatisfied with her life in Itomori, a mountainous and rural town in Gifu province. He's a 17-year-old student in his
second year at Itomori High School, who is actually three years older than Taki when they started switching bodies. Mitsuha is usually seen with her hair tied with a deep red braided umbilical cord that she made herself by hand. She and her sister are family temple maidens. After her mother's death, her father left the temple to pursue politics. She lives with
her grandmother Hitha and her younger sister Yotsuha, who is in elementary school. Mitsuha wishes a better life in Tokyo, so having inevitable encounters in the small town with her estranged father, the mayor, as well as her role in the ritual for her mother's family temple as a temple damsel (Miko), including Kuchikamizza, making an ancient, traditional way
of making sake by chewing rice and spitting be fermented — which all attracts mockery and disdain from her classmates. When switching bodies with Taki, Mitsuha refuses to touch himself without her permission. Mitsuha later appeared in weathering with Shinkai's next film Apocalym. Like Taki, his birthday contrasts with the film's setting that he is 17 years
old in the summer of his sophomore year, but as Shinkai says, both of them were assumed to have been born on December 1. [8] Katsuhiko Tessi Tesigavara (勅使河原 克彦, Tesigawara Katsuhiko) voiced: Ryo Narita [6] (Japanese); Kelly Hebert[7] (English) one of Mitsuha's classmates; As of 2013, he's 17 years old [B] and has a crush on Mitsuha. His
surname is Tessy. He is the president's son for building a local construction company, Teshigawara. She is a lover of the monthly occult magazine MU (JA) and a mechanical geek. He has a 50-50 love/hate relationship with his hometown, [c] Itomori, and from his perspective, he undertakes concrete measures to improve city conditions, [d] which earns him
the sympathy of Taki (physically, Mitsuha). In December 2021, he talks about his upcoming marriage to Sayaka. Teshigwara is named after Aizawa Shoko's middle school friend Teshigwara, who appears in the seventh episode of Shinkai's novel The Garden of Words (Cotonoha No Niwa). [8] [9] Sayaka Natori (早耶⾹, Natori Sayaka) voiced: Aoi Yúki[6]
(Japanese); Cassandra Morris[7] (English) one of Mitsuha's classmates and her best friend; As of 2013, he's 17 years old. [b] He has a calm but nervous personality and has a crush on He's part of the school's radio broadcasting club, so he's tasked by Taki and Tessie with broadcasting false emergency evacuation warnings. Her sister, who works at the
town hall, gives a brief look at the film. Sayaka is named after a friend of Shoko Aizawa from middle school, who appears in the seventh episode of Shinkai's novel The Garden of Words. [8] [9] Tsukasa Fuji (藤井,Fuji Tsukasa) voiced: Nobunaga Shimazaki[6] (Japanese); Ben Pronsky[7] (English) A classmate and friend of Taki. He has a quiet personality and,
like Taki, is interested in architecture. He works part-time in the same restaurant as Taki and Takagi. Whenever Mitsuha inhabits his body, he worries about Taki. In October 2021, he is seen wearing a ring on his left hand finger; And when asked about it, Shinkai said, It's just a backstory, but I believe Tsukasa is engaged to Okudera. Shinta Takagi (⾼⽊ 真,
Takagi Shinta) voiced: Cato Ishikawa [6] (Japanese); Ray Chase[7] (English) A classmate and friend of Taki. He's optimistic and has a big, crisp figure with an athletic presence. Like Taki, he's an aspiring architect. He works part-time in the same restaurant as Talkie and Tsukasa. Mickey Okudera (奥ミキ, Okudera Mickey) voiced: Masami Nagasawa[10]
(Japanese); Laura Post[7] (English) A university student, one of Taki's friends and paroled her co-worker Il Giardino delle at the Italian restaurant. She is a beautiful and fashionable college girl who is popular with male waiters. He develops close emotions for Taki when Mitsuha lives in his body. He's a smoker, who reveals Tsukasa when they spend a night
together while with Taki on his quest for Mitsuha. He is more commonly referred to as Ms. Okudera (Okudera-senpai) by his colleagues. When she joins Taki in 2021 after long, she is wearing an engagement ring and tells her that she is getting married soon. According to Shinkai: It's just a backstory, but I believe Tsukasa is engaged to Okudera. [8] In the
original novel, he described working in the Chiba branch of a garment manufacturer as of 2021. Hitoha Miyamizu (宮葉, Mimmizu Hitha) voiced: Atsuko Ichihara [10] (Japanese); Glynis Ellis [7] (English) The head of the Mimizu [Note 2] family temple in Itori and grandmother of Mitsuha and Yotsuha. She was 82 years old in 2013. [b] Her favourite family
tradition is Kumimo (thread weaving). She educates her grandchildren about the history and traditions of the temple. Her daughter died peacefully after an illness and her son-in-law worked on the politician. The manga adaptation revealed that Hitha is alive like 2021. Yotsuha Miyamizu (宮, 四葉, Miyamizu Yotsuha) voiced: Kanan Tani[10] (Japanese); Katie
Harvey[7] (English) Mitsuha's younger sister with a strong personality. She was 9 years old Grades as of 2013. [b] He helps his grandmother and sister preserve the family tradition in the temple. He believes Mitsuha has something crazy, but loves him despite the situation. She participates in the making of both Kumimo and Kuchikmijak. Yotsuha attended
high school at the end of the film. Toshiki Miyamizu (宮, 俊樹, Miyamizu Toshiki) voiced: Masaki Terrasoma[6] (Japanese); Scott Williams[7] (English) Mitsuha and Yotsuha's estranged father and Footaba's husband. He was 54 years old at the age of 2013. He used to be a folklore who came to town for research, and is very strict and fatigued by the
phenomenon. Toshiki left the shrine and became mayor. Futaba Miyamizu (宮葉, Miyamizu Futaba) voiced by: Sayaka Ohara [6] (Japanese); Michelle Rough[7] (English) Mitsuha and Yotsuha's mother, Toshikki's husband and Daughter of Hitha. She appeared in a scene where Taki sees her in the sight of Mitsuha's life. Futaba died peacefully from a disease.
Yukari Yukino (雪野⾹⾥, Yukino Yukari) voiced: Kana Hanzawa [11] (Japanese); Katy Vaughan[7] (English) a literature teacher at Itmori High School. He teaches class about the word, Kataware-doki (twilight meaning). She also appeared in Shinkai's last film The Garden of Words. In September 2013, she was living in Tokyo,[12] but in this film why she is in
Itomari, the pamphlet says it is 'up to the viewer's imagination'. [13] The production came to Shinkai the idea for this story, after he visited Uriage, Natori, Miyagi Prefecture in July 2011, after the Great East Japan earthquake happened. It could have been my city, he said. He said that he wanted to make a film in which the position of the people in the euriment
should be changed with the audience. The sketches that Shinkai drew during the visit are shown in exhibitions. [14] In Makoto Shinkai's proposal sent to Toho on September 14, 2014, the film was originally attributed to Sorisba (aと知りせば, if I knew it was a dream), derived from a passage in a walla, or Japanese poetry, ono no komchi. [15] Its title is kimi no
musubim (み結め, your connection) and kimi wa kono sekai no hanban (みみ界sぶ, you are half of this world) before kimi no muubim (a 結, your connection) and kimi wa. [16] On December 31, 2014, Shinkai announced that he was spending his days writing a storyboard for the film. [17] The inspiration for the story came from works including The Safe-Deposit
Box, the short story of Shouzo Oshimi's Inside Mari, Ranma 1/2, the Heian period novel Torikabeya Monogay and Greg Egan. [18] Shinkai also cited Interstellar (2014) as an influence by Christopher Nolan. [19] Wikimedia Commons has media related to film locations in your name. While one of the film's settings is Itomori City Fantasy, the film attracted
inspirations from real life That provided a backdrop for the city. Such places include Hida City in Gifu province and its library, Hida City Library. [20] Many places in your name were based on real-life locations. From left to right: Shinjuku, Shinno-Machi Station pedestrian bridge and Suga-Jinja in Yotsuya station. Music Main Article: Your Name (Album) Yojiro
Noda, lead singer of Japanese rock band Radwimps, composed the theme music of his name. Director Makoto Shinkai requested him to compose his music in such a way that music (complementary) will be a dialogue or a monologue of characters. [21] Your name features the following songs performed by Radwimps: Yumetoro (灯籠, Yumetoro, Lit. Dream
Lantern) Zenzenzenes (前前前, Zenzenzense, Lit. Past Life) [21] Glow (パク, Supkuru) [22] Nandemonaiya (もや, Nandemonaiya, Lit. It's nothing] [21] The soundtrack of the film was well received by both the audience and the critics and is accepted as being one of the factors behind its success at the box office. [21] The film's soundtrack was runner-up in the
best soundtrack category at the 2016 Newtype Anime Awards and the Zenzenzens song was runner-up in the Best Theme Song category. [23] The release World Map showing the countries and regions where the film was released (Green) film premiered at the 2016 Anime Expo Conference in Los Angeles, California on July 3, 2016, and was later released
dramatically in Japan on Aug. 26, 2016. The film was released in 92 countries. [24] [25] [26] To qualify for the Academy Awards, the film was released for a week (December 2-8, 2016) in Los Angeles. The film was also screened in Southeast Asian countries. Purple Plan streamed an English and Chinese-subtitled trailer for the film and premiered the film in
Singapore on November 3[27] and on November 8 in Malaysia,[28] after the daily screening. M Pictures released it on November 10 in Thailand [29] and earned 22,996,714 talk (about 649,056 U.S. dollars) in four days. Indonesian film distributor Encore Films announced that it will premiere the film in Indonesia on December 7. Cinema chain CGV Blitz also
revealed that it will screen the film. [30] Pioneer Films announced that it will screen the film in the Philippines on December 14. [31] In Hong Kong, the film opened on November 11, and earned HK$6,149,917 (about US$792,806) in three days. The film premiered in Taiwan on Oct. 21 and earned NT $64 million (about US$2 million) in its first week, ranking first
in the box office earnings rankings. As of October 31, it has earned NT$52,909,581 (about US$1.666 million) in Taipei alone. [32] It was released in Chinese cinemas by Huaxia Film Distribution on December 2, 2016. [33] The film was released in Australian cinemas on a limited release on November 24, 2016, by Madman Both in their original Japanese and
an English dub. [34] Madman also released the film in New Zealand on December 1, 2016. [35] The film was screened in France on December 28. [36] The film was also released in the United Kingdom on November 18, 2016, distributed by Anime Limited. [37] The film was released in North American theaters on April 7, 2017, distributed by Fannmation. [38]
Home Media Your Name was released on July 26, 2017 by Toho Pictures in Japan in 4K UHD Blu-ray, Blu-ray and DVD. The release was offered in regular, special, and collector versions. [39] FUNimation announced on July 1 at anime expo 2017 that the film will be released on Blu-ray and DVD by the end of 2017, but did not specify a date. [40] At Otakon
2017, he announced that he is releasing the film in both standard and limited edition Blu-ray and DVD combo packs on November 7, 2017. [41] [42] In its first week, the Blu-ray Standard Edition sold 202,370 units, the collector version sold 125,982 units and the special edition sold 94,079 units. [43] DVD Standard version put first, selling 215963. [44] Your
name is the first anime to release three Blu-ray discs in the top 10 of Oricon's overall Blu-ray disc chart for 2 straight weeks. [45] In 2017, the film generated 6,532,421,094 ($59,926,071) in media revenue from physical home video, soundtrack and book sales in Japan. [46] Reception box office Revenue of Your Name (RED) was 10% of Japan's 2016 box
office revenue. [47] Japan's top five box office movies in 2016 (Arab Yen): [47] Your Name: 23.56 Star Wars: The Force Awakens: 11.63 Shin Godzilla: 8.25 Zootopia: 7.63 Finding Dory: 6.83 Your name became a big commercial success, Especially in Japan, [48] where it grossed $23 billion (~US$190 million). The film achieved the second largest gross for a
domestic film in Japan, behind spirited far, and the fourth largest ever behind Titanic and Frozen. [49] This is the first anime directed by Hayao Miyazaki to earn over $100 billion (~~~10 billion) at the Japanese box office. [25] It topped the box office in Japan for a record-breaking 12 non-consecutive weekends. It held the number one position for nine
consecutive weekends before being dropped by the death note: lighting up the new world in the final weekend of October. It returned to the top for another three weeks finally being dethroned by the Hollywood film Fantastic Beasts and where to find them. [25] [50] [51] The success of the film also grew ahead of Japan. In China, it became the highest grossing
Japanese film in the world's second largest movie market on Dec. 17, 2016. [52] It has grossed $81.3 million in China and is the highest grossing 2D animated film in the country. [53] Its openings screened in more than 7,000 theaters. It made an estimated $10.9 million on its opening day from 66,000 screenings and drew over 2.77 Entry, the largest 2D
animated opening in the country. [54] [55] It also kept the record for the highest grossing non-Hollywood foreign film in China until it crossed two Indian films Dangal and Secret Superstar in May 2017 and February 2018 respectively. [56] [57] It is the highest grossing Japanese film in Thailand, with ฿44.1 million ($1.23 million). [24] As of December 26, the film
has grossed US$771,945 in Australia. [58] and 95,278 US dollars in New Zealand. [59] On a Dec. 20 blog post, Australian distributor Madman said the film had made more than $1 million AUD in the Australian box office alone before closing its limited release run. [60] The film was number-one in its opening five days in South Korea, with 1.18 million
admissions and a gross of $8.2 million,[61] becoming the first Japanese film to reach number one in the country since Howell's Moving Castle. [62] Critical Response Review aggregator website Rotten Tomatoes reported that 98% of critics have given the film a positive review based on 112 reviews with an average rating of 8.22/10. Critics of the site reads
consensus, as beautifully animated as it is emotionally satisfying, your name adds another excellent chapter to writer-director Makoto Shinkai filmography. [63] On Metacritic, the film has a score of 79 out of 100 based on 26 critics, indicating generally favorable reviews. [64] Mark Schilling of The Japan Times gave the film a rating of 4 for 5 and praised the
film's animation for its gorgeous, realistic detail and emotionally based imagination mix. [10] However, he criticized the film's over-delivered [y] comedy of teenage embarrassment and weird and to the surprise of someone who has ever seen Japanese Seshun Eiga (youthful drama) coming to an end. [10] The reception outside Japan was also very positive.
[48] [65] Mark Kermode called the film his ninth favorite film that will be released in the United Kingdom in 2016. [66] American reviews were mostly positive. The New York Times described it as a wistfully beautiful Japanese story,[67] while The Atlantic said it was a dazzling new work of anime. [68] By contrast, the Boston Globe had a mixed opinion of the
film, saying it was beautiful but very complicated. [69] Mike Toole from anime news network listed it as the third best anime movie of all time. [70] John Musker and Ron Clements, director of Disney animated films Great Mouse Detective, The Little Mermaid, Aladdin, Hercules, Treasure Planet, The Princess and the Frog and Moana praised the film for its
beauty and uniqueness. [71] Despite the praise, Shinkai insisted that the film was not as good as it could have been: there are things we couldn't do, Masashi Endo [director of animation] wanted to keep working [on] but we had to stop for lack of money.... For me, it is incomplete, unbalanced. The plot is fine but Not quite correct. Two years was not enough.
[72] Awards and Nominations Awards Award Category Recipient's Applause List (S) Results 2016 49th Sitges Film Festival [73] Best Animated Feature Length Film Your Name Won 60th BFI London Film Festival [74] Best Film Nominated 18th Butch International Animation Festival Best Animated Feature Special Difference wins Best Animated Feature
Audience Prize 29th Tokyo International Film Festival [75] Arigato Award Makoto Shinkai 6th Newtype Anime Awards[23] Best Picture (Film) Best Soundtrack Runner-up Best Theme Song Category ZenZenZense 41st Hochi Film Award Best Picture Your Nominee 29th Nikkan Sports Film Award Best Film Best Director Makoto Shinkai won the 2016 Los
Angeles Film Critics Association Award[76] Best Animated Film Your Name Women Film Critics Circle 2016 [77] Best Animated Women Nominee 2017 20th Japan Media Arts Festival [78] Animation Division won grand prize of 44th Annie Award[79] Best Animated Feature - Independent Nominated Outstanding Achievement Makoto Shinkai, an animated
feature production directed at the 21st Satellite Award[80] Best Animated or Mixed Media Feature Your Name Won the 71st Manichi Film Award Best Animated Film 59th Blue Ribbon Award Best Film Nominated Best Director Makoto Shinkai Special Award Won Your Name Academy Award[81][82] Best Animated Feature Your Name Shortlist (No Official
Nominations) 40th Japan Academy Award Outstanding Animation of the Year Your Name Nominated Director of the Year Makoto Shinkai Screenplay Of the Year achieved outstanding achievement in music 36th Anima Mahotsav [83] Audience Award for Best Animated Feature Your Name 11th CU Award Best Actor Ryunosuke Kamiki Best Actress Mon
Kamishrishi Sinhara Award Your Name 11th Asia Pacific Screen Award [83 84] Best Animated Feature Film Nominated 7th AACTA Awards[85] Best Asian Film San Francisco Film Critics Circle Awards 2017[86] Best Animated Feature 2018 44th Sat Awards[87] Best Animated Film Crunchroll Anime Award Best Film Won Adaptation Books Main Article: Your
Name (Novel) Your Name is a Japanese novel written by Makoto Shinkai. It is a novel of the animated film of the same name, directed by Shinkai. It was published by Kadokawa in Japan, a month before the film premiere, on June 18, 2016. As of September 2016, the novel had sold about 1,029,000 copies. [89] An official visual guide was also released. The
novel sold more than 1.3 million copies, while novel and visual guides combined 2.5 million copies. [90] Live action film On September 27, 2017, producer T.J. Abrams and screenwriter Eric Heisserer announced that they were working on a live action remake of its name to Paramount Pictures and Robots will be released by productions, along with the makers
of the original film, Toho, who will handle the film in Japan. [91] The film is being written by Eric Heisserer, who revealed that Japanese rights holders want it to be made from the Western standpoint. [92] In February 2019, Mark Webb signed on to direct the remake. The film will be about a young Native American woman living in a rural area and a young man
from Chicago who discovers they are magically and intermittently swapping bodies. [93] In September 2020, Deadline Hollywood reported that Lee Isaac Chung had handled directory and writing duties, working on a draft written by Emily V. Gordon, with Abrams and Jenky Kawamura co-producing. [94] See also the list of highest grossing animated films of
the highest grossing films in Japan Notes^ Kataware-Doki, using the words Taki and Mitsuha, kawatare-doki, the meaning of an old Japanese word has changed from twilight. Kawatare (彼誰) literally means who is she?; kataware also has the same sound as a word which means one of the pairs (a.割れ). In old Japan, people believed supernatural events
were possible in twilight. ^ 宮, lit up. ^⽷守, has been lit. Thread Guard ^ The Italian title of Shinkai's last film The Garden of Words. ^ In the midst of the film, b c d from the list of itmat comet victims in Itoori. ^ In Manga, he says, This makes me want to destroy it all, leaving only beautiful memories. ^ Mitsuha and Sayaka were bemoaning the lack of a café in
the city; So Tessy began to build one for them. Reference ^ Your name. British Board of Film Classification. Archived from the original on January 13, 2018. Retrieved on December 23, 2017. ^ 歴代ラキグ-Moviesラsキsグ信 . kogyotsushin.com. Archived from the original on August 8, 2017. Retrieved on September 16, 2019. ^ Your name. Box office mojo.
Archived from the original on December 21, 2019. Retrieved on December 19, 2019. ^ Makoto Shinkai has 'Your Name'. The film earns 3.8 billion yen in 10 days. Anime News Network. September 5, 2016. Retrieved on September 8, 2020. ^ a b Makoto Shinkai kimi koi na wa reveals./Your name. Anime movie for August 2016 | Anime News Network.
December 10, 2015. Archived from the original on February 8, 2016. Retrieved on February 9, 2016. ^ A b c d e fg your name. Funmation Films. Archived from the original on February 22, 2018. Retrieved on December 11, 2018. ^ A b c d e f gh ij l your name cast dubbed English, trailer unveiled. Anime News Network. Archived from the original on June 17,
2017. Retrieved on July 15, 2017. ^ a b c d e 株式社東テラ, ed. (December 9, 2016). 新海誠監督作品 君の名は。 Collection of prescription vol.2 interviews (interview) (in Japanese). 東宝株式会社映像事業部. ^ a b @shinkaimakoto (September 2, 2016). テッシーとサヤちんの造形は、おっしゃる通り拙作『⼩説 The garden of the leaves of the sayings
connects to the middle. twitter.com/_mochimochi28/status/771730265282535424 (Tweet) (in Japanese) - via Twitter. ^ a b c d e schuling, mark (August 31, 2016). 'Your name. ': Makoto could be the next big name in the Shinkai anime. Japan Times . Archived from the original on November 8, 2016. Retrieved on November 8, 2016. ^ What's your name on the
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